Aristotle, a founding father of political science, wrote, “To give away money is an easy matter and in any man's power. But to decide to whom to give it, and how large, and when, and for what purpose and how, is neither in every man's power nor an easy matter” (Aristotle, *Nicomachean Ethics*).

Aristotle was prescient: giving money away well is one of the challenges of our own time, and meeting this challenge brings with it profound consequences for democracy. Philanthropy—especially big philanthropy, in the form of foundations—can enhance or threaten the health of democracy.

Aristotle notwithstanding, few political scientists have seized on his insight. For the most part, philanthropy has been the preserve of moral philosophers, such as Peter Singer (1972; 2009; 2015), who seek to understand the personal morality of giving. Singer famously argued that the moral obligation to assist others in desperate poverty is extremely demanding. Circumscribed within the domain of personal morality, the questions that arise include whether giving is supererogatory or obligatory, to whom and how much should one give, and whether motive or only consequences matter in philanthropy.

Yet philanthropy poses equally weighty questions for political science and political theory. The subject is all the more urgent in light of the dramatic growth of foundations and the efforts of billionaires to shape public policy. Concerns about philanthropy go back to Aristotle, and large foundations were viewed with great suspicion in the early 20th century. Today, however, foundations are celebrated and donors are treated as heroes deserving of civic gratitude. There is occasional scrutiny and criticism, but press coverage of foundations is overwhelmingly positive. For their philanthropic endeavors, Bill and Melinda Gates and Bono were *Time*’s People of the Year in 2005. Recent Gallup polls routinely name Bill Gates and Warren Buffett among the 10 most-admired Americans.

Political scientists should pay more attention to philanthropists. These actors deserve our scrutiny rather than automatic gratitude. One reason is that big philanthropy represents a type of plutocratic voice in democratic societies, private power directed at a public purpose. A second reason is that in an age of public–private partnerships and privatization of public services, we need to ask what role philanthropy should have in the funding or delivery of essential goods and services. Third and most important for political science, philanthropy is not—contrary to conventional opinion—the mere exercise of individuals’ liberty to dispose of their resources as they please. Whether, when, to whom, and how much people give is partly a product of laws that (1) govern the creation of nonprofit organizations, charitable trusts, and private and community foundations and define the rules under which these may operate; (2) set up special tax exemptions for philanthropic and nonprofit organizations and frequently allow tax exemptions for individual and corporate donations of money and property; and (3) enforce donor intent, often beyond the grave, creating philanthropic projects and entities that can exist—in principle—in perpetuity. Philanthropy is not an invention of the state but instead can be viewed as an artifact of the state.

This article focuses on a particular and peculiar philanthropic entity: the private foundation. Analogues of the contemporary philanthropic foundation can be found in antiquity, when endowments funded the creation and sustenance of public monuments and educational institutions, including Plato’s Academy. However, the modern grant-making foundation in which private assets are set aside in a perpetual, donor-directed, tax-advantaged endowment with a fraction of the assets distributed annually for a public purpose is a recent institutional form, distinctly American, and no older than the early 20th century. By definition, it is a plutocratic entity representing the legal permission—indeed, tax-subsidized invitation—for large wealth to play a consequential role in public life. What could confer legitimacy on such an entity in a democratic society?

Such entities were viewed with great skepticism 100 years ago. The private foundation as we know it today is a creation of the first Gilded Age, in which Andrew Carnegie, John Rockefeller, and others amassed enormous fortunes and sought an institutional arrangement that would permit wide latitude in giving money away for public purposes. For most of the 19th century, creating a foundation at one’s private initiative with one’s private wealth was not possible; formal authorization and incorporation by a democratic body was necessary.

Rockefeller’s fortune was so large, and the man so unpopular, that when he sought in 1912 a federal charter to incorporate the Rockefeller Foundation with a general-purpose mission to benefit mankind, he encountered fierce resistance. Testifying before the Commission on Industrial Relations...
in 1912, the Reverend John Haynes Holmes, a well-known Unitarian minister who served as the board chair of the American Civil Liberties Union, said:

I take it for granted that the men who are now directing these foundations—for example, the men who are representing the Rockefeller foundation—are men of wisdom, men of insight, of vision, and are also animated by the very best motives. . . . [M]y standpoint is the whole thought of democracy. . . . From this standpoint it seems to me that this foundation, the very character, must be repugnant to the whole idea of a democratic society.” (Commission on Industrial Relations 1912, 7916)

The chairman of the Commission on Industrial Relations, Senator Frank Walsh from Missouri, opposed not only Rockefeller’s foundation but also all large foundations. Walsh challenged “the wisdom of giving public sanction and approval to the spending of a huge fortune thru such philanthropies as that of the Rockefeller Foundation. My object here is to state, as clearly and briefly as possible, why the huge philanthropic trusts, known as foundations, appear to be a menace to the welfare of society” (Walsh 1915, 213).

In Holmes’s and Walsh’s view, foundations were a deeply antidemocratic institution, entities that exist in perpetuity and exercise significant and unaccountable power. This view has no resonance today; yet, it deserves to be taken seriously—especially by political scientists concerned with the well-being of democracy.

What Carnegie and Rockefeller were to the early 20th century, Gates and Buffett (and their fellow Giving Pledge signatories) are to the 21st century. The last decade of the 20th century witnessed the creation of unprecedentedly large foundations such as the Gates Foundation. It is not only billionaires and their megafoundations that command attention. The last two decades also witnessed a boom in millionaires that fueled unprecedented growth in small foundations, in both number and assets. Private foundations are no longer controversial; they are mundane.

Should democratic citizens welcome this development? Are foundations repugnant to the idea of democracy, as the Reverend Holmes thought? As political scientists and theorists, we need to ask what role foundations should play in a democratic society.

The following discussion provides one answer to this question. I first explain in greater detail why the private foundation is an institutional oddity in a democracy. I then argue that despite many antidemocratic features, the modern foundation is not incompatible with democracy. When this way, the company disappears. This is the accountability logic internal to the marketplace: meeting consumer demand.

In the public institutions of a democratic state, officials responsible for allocating tax dollars must stand for election. If citizens do not approve of the spending decisions of their representatives, they can elect replacements. This is the accountability logic internal to democracy: responsiveness to citizens.

By contrast, foundations have no market accountability; they have neither goods for sale where consumer behavior nor marketplace competitors whose superior performance can push them out of business. Instead of selling a product, foundations give money away to other organizations, whose own livelihood frequently depends on continuing support from foundations. If citizens do not like their grant-making decisions, there is no recourse because there is nothing to buy and no investors to hold the foundations accountable. Moreover, foundations have no electoral accountability: no one stands for election, regardless of what the public thinks about the distribution of a foundation’s grants. If we do not like what the Gates Foundation is doing, there is no mechanism to un-elect Bill and Melinda Gates, which is why critic Diane Ravitch called Bill Gates the nation’s “unelected school superintendent” (see Reckhow, this issue).

Foundations do have certain minimal obligations of procedural accountability. In the United States, a “payout” rule requires that foundations disburse five percent of their assets every year (although administrative costs count toward this payout). There also is a requirement to file an annual tax form with basic data about foundation trustees, employees and

However, the modern grant-making foundation in which private assets are set aside in a perpetual, donor-directed, tax-advantaged endowment with a fraction of the assets distributed annually for a public purpose is a recent institutional form, distinctly American, and no older than the early 20th century.
their salaries, and assets. However, this is far from substantive accountability. Without constituents, consumers, and competitors, wealthy people are free to set up foundations for any purpose, with whatever money they wish, and continue to hew to this purpose—regardless of the outcome of the foundation’s grant making.

Moreover, foundations have no electoral accountability: no one stands for election, regardless of what the public thinks about the distribution of a foundation’s grants.

The lack of any accountability is compounded by the difficulty foundations have in developing mechanisms to generate honest feedback from grantees. Generally, people who interact with foundations are supplicants, seeking a grant or seeking the next grant; there is little incentive for a potential or actual grantee to offer critical feedback. People who become foundation officers are famously surprised to find themselves transformed overnight into the smartest and best-looking people in any room.

Donor-Directed Purpose in Perpetuity
Foundations are legally designed to enshrine donor intent and protect philanthropic assets in perpetuity. Laws defining a foundation allow the donor to control its governance and purpose, even beyond a donor’s death. Foundations must be governed by a board of trustees, but donors and their family or trusted associates can serve in this role; there is no requirement of community or public governance. The board of the Gates Foundation, for example, is composed of Bill and Melinda Gates, Bill Gates, Sr., and Warren Buffett. The governance arrangements of countless smaller family foundations are similar. Financial advisors routinely market their services in setting up a family foundation as a vehicle for the intergenerational transmission and sustenance of family values.

Of these arrangements, the legal theorist and judge Richard Posner observed, “A perpetual charitable foundation…is a completely irresponsible institution, answerable to nobody. It competes neither in capital markets nor in product markets…and, unlike a hereditary monarch whom such a foundation otherwise resembles, it is subject to no political controls either. The puzzle,” he wondered, “is why these foundations are not total scandals” (Posner 2006).

Foundations Are Generously Tax-Subsidized
The foregoing discussion might be understandable, if not necessarily justifiable, if foundations were simply one way for the wealthy to exercise their liberty: some choose to consume their wealth; others choose to provide gifts and bequests for heirs; and still others choose to give their money away for a philanthropic purpose. Why demand accountability for the philanthropists? One answer is that foundations are not simply exercises of personal liberty.

In his 2002 book, American Foundations, Mark Dowie related an instructive anecdote about the Open Society Institute (OSI), one of several foundations set up by financier George Soros. During a meeting to resolve a disagreement about grant-making priorities, Soros allegedly announced, “This is my money. We will do it my way.” A junior staff member interjected that roughly half of the money in the foundation was not his money but rather the public’s money, explaining, “If you hadn’t placed that money in OSI…about half of it would be in the Treasury” (Dowie 2002, 247).

Philanthropy in the United States is not just the voluntary activity of a donor. Philanthropy in general, including the creation of foundations, is generously tax-subsidized. The assets transferred to a foundation by a donor are left untaxed in two respects: (1) donors make their donations (more or less) tax-free, diminishing the tax burden they would face in the absence of the donations; and (2) the assets that constitute a foundation’s endowment, invested in the marketplace, also are (more or less) tax-free.

Why provide a subsidy for the exercise of a liberty to donate money that people already possess? We can imagine various possible justifications for a subsidy—most prominent is the idea that a tax incentive will stimulate more philanthropy, more and larger foundations, and therefore more public benefits, than would occur without the subsidy.

Whether this is true is an empirical question; if it is so, whether this constitutes a good justification for providing a subsidy is a normative question. My intent is to answer neither question here. Instead, I assert only that the existence of foundations is not correctly seen as the product of the exercise of people’s liberty to establish a foundation. Foundations are created voluntarily and yet they also are the product of public subsidies—the loss of funds that would otherwise be tax revenue—to subsidize their creation. (In 2014, tax expenditures for charitable giving cost the U.S. Treasury more than $50 billion.) So foundations do not simply express the individual liberty of wealthy people. Citizens pay in lost tax revenue for foundations and, by extension, for giving public expression to the preferences of rich people.

With few or no formal accountability mechanisms, practically no transparency obligations, a legal framework designed to honor donor intent in perpetuity, and generous tax breaks to subsidize the creation of a foundation, what makes foundations compatible with democracy? By definition and by law, they seem to represent the expression of plutocratic voices directed toward the public good. Yet why, in a democracy, should the size of one’s wallet give a person a greater voice in the public good? Why should this plutocratic voice be subsidized by the public? Why should democracy allow this voice to extend across generations in the form of tax-protected assets? It seems that foundations are a misplaced plutocratic and powerful element in a democratic society.
Philanthropy in general, including the creation of foundations, is generously
tax-subsidized.

marketplace and elected officials in public institutions, taking
risks in social-policy experimentation and innovation that we
should not routinely expect in the commercial and state
sectors. I call this the discovery argument.

This argument is not intended to justify the full range
of legal permissions currently afforded to foundations. I am
particularly skeptical that it is possible to defend the legal
permission for a foundation to exist in perpetuity. I also am
skeptical that the array of tax incentives attached to philan-
thropy today is necessary for the creation and sustenance
of foundations. I present the general cast of an argument on
behalf of foundations that deflects the criticism that they are
misplaced in democratic societies and that confers on them
a high degree of autonomy, a relative lack of accountability,
and offers a case for some type of subsidy. The idea is that
foundations can serve as a potent mechanism for democratic
experimentalism—that is, a discovery vehicle for innovative
social policy.

I begin with an uncontroversial supposition: citizens of a
democratic state want to advance general welfare or to
pursue the aims of justice, however understood. Democratic
representatives do not know the best means for achieving
these aims, either at any given moment or, especially, with
the uncertainties that obtain as social conditions change over
time. What types of policies and programs, for instance, will
best promote educational opportunity and achievement? Some
believe universal preschool is the answer; others, a better
school-finance system; and others, better and more pervasive
opportunities for online learning. Examples easily multiply.
What types of policies will best reduce recidivism rates in
prisons or in substance-abuse programs? Or, consider envi-
ronmental policy: What types of changes will reduce carbon
emissions with the lowest cost to economic growth?

A democratic society—recognizing that its leaders are not
all-knowing, that reasonable disagreement about the best
means to pursue just ends is likely, and that social conditions
are always evolving—might want to stimulate and decentralize
experimentation in social policy so that better and more effec-
tive policies at realizing democratically agreed-on aims can be
identified and adopted. Moreover, this need for experimen-
tation is never-ending. In light of constant change in eco-
nomic, cultural, technological, and generational conditions,
the discovery process—in ideal circumstances—is cumulative
in contributing to society a storehouse of best, or simply effec-
tive, practices for different contexts and shifting priorities.

To be sure, a democracy can stimulate experimentation
and risk-taking innovation on its own. It can invest, for exam-
ple, in basic research with uncertain outcomes. It can develop
federal structures of government that treat jurisdictional
subunits as laboratories of policy experimentation—hence,
Justice Louis Brandeis’s famous description of American

democracy's systematic and pervasive bias in favor of the
future generations. He calls this the problem of “presentism”—that
is, democracy's systematic and pervasive bias in favor of the
present. He identifies several sources of this bias, including
the fact that, as behavioral psychology has taught us, humans
tend to favor the present and short term over the distant and
long term. Moreover, democratic governments are designed
to be responsive to citizens’ preferences, so we can expect gov-
ernmental policies in democratic societies to favor the present
states as “laboratories of democracy.” Democratic governance
has good reason to be experimentalist, to approach policy and
institutional design as a form of problem solving.

Such approaches notwithstanding, political leaders would
also be right to harbor skepticism that government is ideally
suited to carry out such experimentation. Citizens in a dem-
ocratic system tend to expect tested and reliable outcomes
in public policy. Elected representatives who allocate public
funds to highly risky strategies for social problems—in the
sense that the selected policy may fail in delivering any
benefits—also run the risk of being punished at the ballot
box. Furthermore, wasteful government spending tends to be
deplored; yet, experimentation requires that some experiments
fail if the approach is to deserve the label “experimentation.”

What extragovernmental mechanisms, then, could be
designed to carry out decentralized innovation and experi-
mentation? My claim is that foundations can be one mecha-
nism among others for this discovery procedure. An essential
feature of the discovery argument focuses on the time horizons
involved with innovation and risk-taking in the marketplace
and public institutions of the democratic state. Unlike profit-
driven businesses, foundations are not subject to quarterly
or annual earnings reports, bottom-line balance sheets, or
impatient investors or stockholders. Commercial entities
in the marketplace do not have an incentive structure that
systematically rewards high-risk, long-time-horizon exper-
imentation; they must show short-term results to stay in busi-
ness. Similarly, public officials in a democracy do not have an
incentive structure that rewards high-risk, long-time-horizon
experimentation; they must show short-term results from
the expenditure of public dollars to stand a strong chance of
re-election.

Dennis Thompson (2010) casts the issue somewhat differ-
ently by identifying one problem of democratic societies as
a structural difficulty in representing the interests of future
generations. He calls this the problem of “presentism”—that
is, democracy's systematic and pervasive bias in favor of the
present. He identifies several sources of this bias, including
the fact that, as behavioral psychology has taught us, humans
tend to favor the present and short term over the distant and
long term. Moreover, democratic governments are designed
to be responsive to citizens’ preferences, so we can expect gov-
ernmental policies in democratic societies to favor the present

THE CASE FOR FOUNDATIONS: DISCOVERY

Because conventional opinion is broadly supportive of foun-
dations and their work, I previously developed a strong case
for skepticism that foundations are a complement to democ-

and short term. In the face of undeniable problems (e.g., climate change) that will confront future generations, democracy’s presentism is a major liability.

Thompson’s preferred solution to combat democracy’s presentism is democratic trusteeship: the idea that present generations can represent the interests of future generations by acting to protect the democratic process over time. I agree but propose that foundations also are a valuable institutional design for the protection of the democratic process over time. In conclusion, I hazard a few guesses. To be sure, some of the greatest accomplishments of American foundations fit this model: the creation of public libraries by Andrew Carnegie and the emergence of microlending. These are all the result of foundation-funded innovations brought to scale by either the state or the marketplace.

However, many prominent foundation observers—including several who are friends of foundations—believe that foundations are underperforming. Gara LaMarche, who spent more than 15 years at two of the world’s largest foundations, thinks that foundations tend to be risk-averse rather than risk-taking. “Courageous risk-taking is not what most people associate with foundations,” he wrote, “whose boards and senior leadership are often dominated by establishment types. If tax preference is meant primarily to encourage boldness, it doesn’t seem to be working” (LaMarche 2014, 55).

Perhaps the critics are correct. If so, then so much the worse for foundations as well as for the distinctive institutional privileges that currently attach to them. My aim is not to defend the actual behavior and performance of foundations but rather to identify the right standard by which to evaluate them. I provide an argument about the purpose of foundations in a democratic society, about why a democracy would opt to create something as odd as the institutional form of a foundation. This article counters the idea that foundations are essentially repugnant to democracy.

Unlike profit-driven businesses, foundations are not subject to quarterly or annual earnings reports, bottom-line balance sheets, or impatient investors or stockholders.

Foundations—precisely because of their governance structure—can fund experiments and innovation where the payoff (if it comes) is over the long haul, benefiting future rather than present generations.

The institutional design of foundations allows them to operate on a different time horizon than the marketplace and the government. Because their endowments are designed to exist intergenerationally, foundations can fund higher-risk social-policy experiments. They can use their resources to identify and address potential social problems decades away or innovations the success of which might be apparent only over a longer time horizon. In short, unlike the marketplace and the state, foundations can “go long.” They can be the seed capital behind one important discovery procedure for innovations in effective social policy in a democratic society. When they operate in this mode, foundations are not merely compatible with but can enhance democratic purposes.

What becomes of a foundation-funded innovation after it has been evaluated? Failed innovations and experiments die, and society presumably has learned something from the failure. Others may take up and modify the failures and generate positive results. Other foundation projects succeed in showing positive effects. From the perspective of a foundation, success in its philanthropic giving consists not in funding social-policy experiments and then sustaining for ever the most successful of them. Rather, because the assets of even the largest foundations are dwarfed by the assets of the marketplace and the state, success consists in seeing the successful or proven policy innovations “scaled up” by the commercial marketplace or by the state.

In this discovery model, foundations gain their democratic legitimacy by providing funding for policy experiments that (to use Eric Beerbohm’s apt term) “audition” for the “stamp of approval” by a democratic public (Beerbohm forthcoming). A foundation project that was initially privately funded and democratically unaccountable auditions for adoption as a publicly funded and democratically accountable government responsibility.

In the United States and elsewhere, how well do foundations perform when measured against the discovery standard? This is a question for empirical researchers to explore.
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**NOTES**

1. We can quickly reject one common idea to justify foundations: that they provide welcome assistance in meeting the needs of the poor or disadvantaged, thereby defraying what might otherwise need to be spent by the public. Giving for basic needs represents a surprisingly small percentage of foundation activity, on the order of 10%. Furthermore, the greater the size of assets in a foundation, the smaller the percentage of grants intended to meet basic needs (Reich 2013).

2. This article draws on material from my post “What are Foundations For?” in Boston Review (2013) at https://www.bostonreview.net/forum/foundations-philanthropy-democracy.
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